Abstract: This paper introduces a semiparametric regression estimator of the memory parameter for long-memory time series process. It is based on the regression in a neighborhood of the zero-frequency of the periodogram averaged over epochs. The proposed estimator is theoretically justified and empirical Monte Carlo investigation gives evidence that the method is very promising to estimate the long-memory parameter.
Introduction
Let {X t } be a covariance stationary process with spectral density f (ω) |ω| −2d f ⋆ (ω) , ω ∈ [−π, π] and d ∈ (−1/2, 1/2) ,
where f ⋆ (ω) is continuous at zero, 0 < f ⋆ (0) < ∞ and f ⋆ (ω)dω < ∞. To maintain generality of the short-run dynamics, we do not impose a specific functional form on f ⋆ (ω). Equation (1) is referred to as a semiparametric model for f (ω), specifying its form only near zero frequency. Time series with spectral density satisfying (1) can be observed in many areas of applications; see for example Beran (1994) , Doukhan et al. (2003) and the references therein. The process is said to have short-memory when d = 0, long-memory when d ∈ (0, 1/2) and negative (or intermediate) memory if d ∈ (−1/2, 0). Equation 1 is satisfied leading models for long and negative memory such as Fractional Autoregressive Integrated Moving Averages (FARIMA) and fractional noise. These, however, are parametric models, specifying f (ω) up to finitely many unknown parameters over all frequencies (−π, π] . The memory parameter d (like the scale parameter f ⋆ (0)) is typically unknown and should be estimated. Many works have been devoted to the estimation of the memory parameter in the semiparametric context. One of the most popular is the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator, due to Geweke & Porter-Hudak (1983) (GPH) . This method employs the periodogram to obtain, through a regression equation, the OLS estimator of the memory parameter. Since the GPH estimator has been introduced, other variants of this method have been suggested with the aim of improving the quality of estimates and to achieve better asymptotic sample properties; see Doukhan et al. (2003) for an in depth survey and Nielsen & Frederiksen (2005) for a detailed experimental study. In some areas of application, extremely long time series (hundreds of thousands to millions of samples are not uncommon, for example, in the analysis of teletrafic time-series or in high-frequency finance) has to be dealt with. Often, the analysis of these data has to be done on-line. Instead of computing the periodogram on the whole data set, a simple solution to the problem consists in partitioning the sample into subsets, referred to as epochs, computing the periodogram over each epoch and averaging these to obtain an averaged version of the periodogram. This line of research has been pursued in the parametric context by Beran & Terrin (1994) but has not, up to our best knowledge, been explored in the semiparametric context.
In this contribution, we study the averaged periodogram spectral estimator, based on the division of series into epochs, to obtain the memory parameter estimate of a long-memory process. The estimation method follows the GPH procedure, where the periodogram is replaced by the averaged periodogram in the regression equation. Some desirable asymptotic properties of the proposed estimator are derived and empirical investigation gives evidence to support the use of the procedure as an alternative method to GPH to reduce the variance of the fractional memory parameter.
All these topics are presented in the paper as follows: Section 2 outlines some properties of the averaged periodogram. Section 3 presents the proposed estimator of the memory parameter d and discuss the statistical performance of the estimator. Section 4 presents the set-up of the Monte-Carlo experiments and assesses the finite sample properties of our estimator.
Notations: In the paper, a b denotes that a is defined as b, ⌊a⌋ is the integer part of a and a ∧ b min(a, b).
Some properties of the averaged periodogram of a fractional difference process
Let {X t } N t=1 be a realization of the process X t and N = gn, where g and n are integer values that correspond , respectively, to the number of epochs and the sample size of each epoch. The most natural tool for inference in the spectral domain is the periodogram, defined as the square modulus of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Instead of computing the periodogram over the whole dataset, the DFT and the periodogram of each individual epoch are obtained at the Fourier frequencies
The averaged periodogram is then defined as the sample mean of the periodogram obtained on the successive epochs,
The averaged periodogram serves as the basis of the Welch estimator of the spectral density. Since in the sequel the spectral density f can be either zero (d < 0) or infinite (d > 0) at zero frequency, we have found more appropriate to state results using the normalized periodogram, i.e. the raw periodogram normalized by the inverse of the spectral density. For short-memory processes, i.e. d = 0 in (1), it is well known that (i) the periodogram in each epoch is an asymptotically unbiased estimate of the spectral density, i.e.
where the O(n −1 ) term is uniform with respect to ( w.r.t. ) the frequency coordinates k, (ii) the DFT ordinates in a single epoch at distinct Fourier frequencies are asymptotically uncorrelated,
(iii) the DFT ordinates over different epochs are asymptotically uncorrelated, i.e. for any ℓ > 0,
where the O(n −1 ) term is uniform w.r.t. the frequency indices j, k and the epoch index ℓ.
Assuming that the number of epochs g is a fixed integer, the above results imply that (iv) the averaged periodogram is an asymptotically unbiased estimator of the spectral density, i.e.
, where the O(n −1 ) term is uniform in k; (v) the averaged periodogram ordinates are asymptotically uncorrelated and its variance is equal to the square of the spectral density divided by the number of epochs,
We now discuss some periodogram properties for the process (1) with d = 0. It was first shown by Künsch (1986) and exhaustively investigated by Hurvich & Beltrão (1993) in the single epoch case that the asymptotic behavior of low frequency DFT ordinates departs strongly from the weak dependence situation: in particular, the DFT ordinates computed at Fourier frequencies ω j = 2πj/n and ω k = 2πk/n for fixed positive integers j and k are correlated as n → ∞. Not surprisingly, the same departure from the weak dependence behavior is also observed in a multiple epochs scenario. The dependence in particular implies that the correlation among DFT coefficients over different epochs does not asymptotically vanish. More precisely, the following theorem shows that the correlation of the DFT coefficients evaluated at Fourier frequencies ω j and ω k , for fixed j and k, computed over different epochs does not vanish as n → ∞. Theorem 1. Assume that the spectral density f is given by (1). Let ℓ ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ j ≤ k be fixed positive integers. Then,
where
with ∆(ω) (e iω − 1)/(iω). Proof. See Section 5.
Theorem 1 combined with the results of Theorem 5 given in Hurvich & Beltrão (1993) implies that the averaged periodogram is an asymptotically biased estimate of the spectral density, i.e. lim n→∞ f −1 (ω j )Ī g,n (ω j ) = 1 for any given j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and the correlation of the averaged periodogram ordinates does not asymptotically vanish, i.e.
for any given j and k. Nevertheless, under appropriate regularity condition for the spectral density of the short-memory process f ⋆ , it can established that there exist two sequences {r(f ; k)} and {r(f ; j, k)} satisfying, for all n and all
such that
• lim k→∞ r(f ; k) = 0, which means that the bias is small for frequencies sufficiently far away from zero, and • for any sequence m n such that lim n→∞ m n = ∞ and lim n→∞ m n /n < 1/2,
, for some r > 0. This shows that whereas the dependence does not vanish it is small when the Fourier frequencies are sufficiently far apart.It is also possible (see the results below) to get bounds of this quantity as a function of g.
To derive the above results, some regularity assumptions need to be imposed on the spectral density of the short-memory process. Consider the set of functions, which is adapted from (Robinson, 1995 , Theorem 2) ( see also (Soulier, 2001) and (Moulines & Soulier, 2003) ).
The set of functions L ⋆ (µ, ν) contains all the functions which are strictly positive and continuously differentiable on [−π, π] . In particular, if f ⋆ is the spectral density of an stationary and invertible ARMA process, then f ⋆ ∈ L ⋆ (µ, 1). More interestingly, it also contains functions of the formf ⋆ (ω) = f ⋆ (ω)+σ 2 |ω| ν , where f ⋆ is a strictly positive continuously differentiable function. Note that such spectral density appears in the so-called signal-plus-noise model, where a fractional process with smooth spectral density f ⋆ is observed in presence of white noise, uncorrelated from the process.
Then, there exists a constant C (depending on the constants δ − , δ + and µ) such that, for any 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n/4 and ℓ ≥ 0,
Proof. See section 6.
It is worthwhile to note that the dependence among successive epochs does not asymptotically vanish as n → ∞, in strong contrast with the short-memory case. Also, the strength of the dependence among the epochs depends on the memory coefficient d.
Using Corollary 2.1 in Soulier (2001) and under the additional assumption that the process is Gaussian, it is possible to translate the results above to nonlinear transforms of the DFT ordinates, for instance to the "log" function of the average periodogram. These are presented in the following corollary which lead to results that provide a theoretical justification for the estimator proposed in this paper. Some additional notations are required to state the results. Let U be a central chi-square with 2g degrees of freedom. Then, E[log(U/2)] = ψ(g) and Var[log(U/2)] = ψ ′ (g) where ψ is the digamma function (see (Johnson & Kotz, 1970, p. 198) ). For instance, ψ(1) = −γ, where γ is the Euler constant and ψ ′ (1) = π 2 /6. It is well-known that lim g→∞ gψ ′ (g) = 1. Hence, for large g,
The following corollary establishes the statistical properties of ξ n,k .
Corollary 3. Assume that X t is a Gaussian process. Then, there exists an integer K and a constant C (depending only on the constants δ − , δ + , µ, and
Proof. See Section 6.
Estimation of the memory parameter based on log-periodogram regression
As an application of the results obtained above, it is argued in this section that the averaged periodogram is a simple mean to reduce the variance of semiparametric estimator of the memory parameter based on log-periodogram regression. For simplicity, in this contribution the focus will be on the GPH estimator proposed by Geweke & Porter-Hudak (1983) (GPH) and further analyzed by Robinson (1995) and Hurvich et al. (1998) . The same reduction of variance holds for the bias reduced log-periodogram estimator introduced by Andrews & Guggenberger (2003) , which is based on regression of log f ⋆ (ω) by an even polynomial of degree 2r, and for the estimator introduced by Guggenberger & Sun (2006) , which is obtained by taking a weighted average of GPH estimators over different bandwidths. The GPH estimator is the ordinary least square (OLS) regression estimator obtained from an approximated regression equation of the logarithm of the spectral density (1), having the logarithm of the spectral density as the dependent variable and log(ω) as the independent variable. Taking the logarithm of (1), the log-spectral density can be expressed as
For the proposed estimator, the spectral density f (ω) is replaced by the averaged periodogramĪ g,n (ω), and using the decomposition (14), an estimate of d is obtained from the regression equation
where the intercept is a 0 = log f ⋆ (0) + ψ(g) − log(g) and the random variables {ξ n,k } are defined in Corollary 3. The GPH estimate of the memory parameter d is thus given byd
where {m n }, the bandwidth in the regression equation (16), is a sequence of integers and the weights a k (m n ) are given by
We will now derive a central limit theorem for the above estimator. To do this, it is required to state some additional regularity conditions of the spectral density of the short-memory process; see Giraitis et al. (2000) .
Theorem 4. Assume that {X t } is a Gaussian process with spectral density f satisfying (1) with f ⋆ ∈ L ⋆ (µ, β) for some µ < ∞ and β ∈ (0, 1] and
Let {m n } be a non-decreasing sequence of integers such that
is asymptotically distributed as Gaussian with zero-mean and variance ψ ′ (g)/4.
Proof. see section 7.
Using similar arguments as those given in Hurvich et al. (1998) , the bias and variance ofd mn,g are computed by assuming that f ⋆ is three times differentiable in a neighborhood of the zero frequency. Using once again Corollary 3,
where ξ n,j is defined in (14) and
(21) Along the same lines as Hurvich et al. (1998) (Lemma 1 to Lemma 8), we establish an explicit expression for the mean-square error (MSE) of the proposed estimator.
and
Neglecting the remainder terms in the bias and variance, and assuming that f ′′ ⋆ (0) = 0 minimizing the approximate expression for the MSE, i.e.
with respect to the bandwidth parameter m n for a given number of epochs g yields the asymptotically optimal choice for the bandwidth m n (g)
With this choice for m n (g), the optimal value for the mean-square error is
where C ⋆ (16) −4/5 B −2/5 ⋆ + (16B ⋆ ) 1/5 /4 . We will now discuss the potential advantages in performance obtained by dividing the series into epochs. The optimal MSE of the classical GPH (using a single epoch) is given by MSE(N, 1) = C ⋆ {ψ ′ (1)} 4/5 N −4/5 . Dividing the series into g epochs each of size n = N/g, the optimal MSE is given by
Since g → gψ ′ (g) is a decreasing function, the optimal MSE is also a decreasing function of the number of epochs, which means that dividing the series into epochs is a very simple way to improve the MSE. The quantity gψ ′ (g) decreases from π 2 /6 to 1 and as g goes to infinity (more precisely, gψ ′ (g) = 1 + 1/(2g) + O(g −2 )). For g = 3, gψ ′ (g) is 1.1848 and its value changes slowly thereafter, as it is shown in the following tabulation. 
Monte-Carlo results
This section provides a limited Monte Carlo experiment to support our claims. For this purpose, realizations of a Gaussian white noise sequence ε t , t = 1, · · · , n, with unit variance, were generated by IMSL-FORTRAN subroutine DRNNOR and trajectories of Gaussian processes {X t } with spectral density satisfying (1) were simulated according to the procedure outlined by Hosking (1981) . To assess the performance ofd mn,g , we compute the bias, the mean-square error (mse) and the coverage rates (cr) of the asymptotic confidence interval based on the normal distribution (see Theorem (4)). The quantities were calculated based on 2,000 replications for different sample sizes N and number of epochs g. The results are displayed in Tables 1 to 3 . In each experiment, the sampling distribution for the standardizedd mn,g estimator was calculated to obtain the coverage rate, which refers to the percentage of cases where the true value of d (d = 0.3) lies inside the 95% asymptotic confidence interval (d mn,g ± 1.96σ e,n ), where σ 2 e,n is the asymptotic variance. We use two different approximations of the asymptotic variances, which are asymptotically equal but different for finite sample size. The variances are σ 2 a,n = ψ ′ (g)/4m n (which is the limiting variance in Theorem 4) and
which is the variance of the regression obtained as in the case where the averaged periodogram ordinates are independent with equal variance ψ ′ (g). For the ARFIMA process with short-memory parameters, the bandwidth m n is the one given in the previous section (m n (g)) that minimizes the asymptotic meansquare error of the estimator; we assume here that the parameters specifying the short-memory component f ⋆ of the ARFIMA model are known, to avoid discussing the separate issue of the optimal choice of the bandwidth (this may be seen as an oracle estimator in this semiparametric context). In the case where f ⋆ (ω) ≡ 1, short-memory dynamics are not present, hence two large and fixed bandwidths were used, m 1 = n 0.7 and m 2 = n−1 2 . These bandwidth choices were considered with the aim to verify the finite property of the bandwidth on the estimates and the convergence of the standardized estimator to the normal distribution.
Results from Table 1 support the asymptotic properties discussed in the previous sections for the ARFIMA(0, d, 0) model. As it can be observed, the mean-square error decreases as the number of epochs g increases. Breaking the series in a fixed number of epochs can produce a significant reduction in the mean-square error (this effect is similar to the pooling in frequency domain advocated in Robinson (1995) ). Although large g does not bring too much gain in terms of the mean-square error, it does not cause penalty in the estimates unless it reaches very large value, as it has been already discussed in the previous section.
Even if the sample sizes used in this limited Monte-Carlo experiments are not large, the coverage rates of the asymptotic confidence intervals are reasonably accurate. The bandwidth m 1 produces estimates which are (as expected) less accurate than m 2 . For both bandwidths, the coverage of the asymptotic confidence intervals based on σ r,n are precise, even for relatively small sample sizes. The coverage rates of the standardized estimators using the asymptotic standard deviation (cr a ) is reduced as g increases. This indicates that the convergence ofd mn,g , standardized by σ a , to the N(0,1) is affected by the sample size reduction. Table 2 gives the results for the ARFIMA process when non-trivial shortmemory components are present in the model. As it has often been reported in the long-memory literature, the short-memory component causes significant bias in the estimator of the long-memory parameter, especially if the bandwidth is not properly set; see, for example, Hurvich & Beltrão (1994) , Hurvich & Ray (1995) and Reisen et al. (2001) among others. As shown by the asymptotic analysis, the bias of the estimator is not significantly affected by the division of the sample into epochs, i.e. at least when the number of epochs g is not large compared to N . This experiment shows that the improvement of the estimates in terms of mean-square error depends on the sample size N and the number g of epochs. For all cases, a decrease of the mean-square error is observed when taking g = 2, 3, but the improvement becomes marginal when g ≥ 4 . This empirical property of the estimator is not surprising and it was justified theoretically in the previous section. For example, for g = 2 the decrease of the mse predicted from the asymptotic expression (27) when using the optimal bandwidth is 0.783, which is consistent with the values found in the Monte-Carlo experiments. The coverage rate is stable when using the regression variance in the standardized estimator, by the other hand the values of cr a are reduced as g increases, which is presumable due to the sample size reduction. The optimal bandwidth depends on the parameters of the model, thus it is not possible to obtain this quantity in practical situations. Indeed, it is well known that the semiparametric estimators are bandwidth driven estimation procedures. Due to these peculiarities, an empirical investigation was considered for the bandwidth m n = ( N g ) 0.5 , and the results are in 3. It is not surprising that the use of this bandwidth produces estimates with larger mean-square errors. However, there is an empirical evidence that the reduction of the mean-square error can be obtained even for g > 4. In addition, the cr r is more accurate than the previous case, which can be explained by the fact that the reduction in the number of the periodogram ordinates in the regression mitigates the effect of the AR coefficient. The reduction of the impact of the AR coefficient for this choice of the bandwidth is also manifested by the similarity between the estimates of the two models. (FAPEMIG Foundation) . The authors also thank Giovanni Comarela, undergraduate student under supervision of V. A. Reisen, who provided the simulation presented in the paper.
Proof of Theorem 1
Denote by
the Dirichlet kernel. Straightforward calculations show that
The proof then follows from the change of variable ω → nω, using the dominated convergence theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2
We preface the proof by two technical lemmas, which are used in the sequel. Throughout this section, C is a constant, depending only on µ, ν, δ − and δ + , but which may take different values upon each appearance. In addition, there exists a constant C, depending only on µ and ν such that, for all integers ℓ ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . ,ñ/2},
Lemma 6. There exists a constant C (depending only on
Proof. The proof of (31) is obvious and is omitted for brevity. Note first that, for any ω, ω ′ ∈ [−π, π],
Applying this inequality with ω ′ = ω + π/ℓn, yields to
.
On the intervals [−ω j , −2π/ℓn] and [π/ℓn, ω j ], we use the bound
On the interval [−2π/ℓn, π/ℓn], we use the bound
, which yields
which concludes the proof.
where D n is the Dirichlet kernel defined in (28).
Lemma 7. There exists a constant C such that, for all n, ℓ ≥ 1 and ω such that 0 < ω ≤ ω + π/(ℓn) ≤ π, Proof. For any ω, ω ′ ∈ (0, π],
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof for ℓ = 0 follows from Moulines & Soulier (1999) (which is a refinement of (Robinson, 1995, Theorem 2) ). We consider the case ℓ = 0. Since the function ω → f (ω)E n,j,k (ω)e −iℓnω is 2π-periodic and e −iℓn(ω+π/ℓn) = −e −iℓnω , we may rewrite (29) as
where E n,j,k (ω) is defined in (30) and the two terms A(n, j, k) and B(n, j, k) are respectively defined by
We proceed like in the proof of (Robinson, 1995, Theorem 2) . We decompose A as the following sum
. Note that, for ω 0 < π, there exists a constant C < ∞ (depending only on ω 0 ) such that, for all ω ∈ [−ω 0 , ω 0 ], For ω ∈ W 1 (n, j, k), (39) implies that |E n,j,k (ω)| ≤ Cnk −1 j −1 . Using the bound (32), we therefore obtain
By (33),
, and
(see (Robinson, 1994, Lemma 5) ). Thus
We consider separately the cases j ≤ k ≤ 2j (j and k are close) and j > 2k (j and k are far apart).
Combining these two inequalities and using, for
The bound for q 3 can be obtained exactly along the same lines. For ω ∈ W 4 (n, j, k), we use (31) which shows that
and, by (39), The bound for q 5 can be obtained exactly along the same lines. For ω ∈ W 6 (n, j, k), we use the bounds |f
By combining the bounds obtained in (40), (41), (42) and (43), we therefore obtain the following bound
We now consider the second term B(n, j, k) defined in (37). Note that
where D n is the Dirichlet kernel and ∆ ℓ,n is defined in (34). In addition, since D n (ω) and ∆ ℓ,n (ω) are polynomial in e iω of degree at most n, for any ℓ > 0, and
Using this identity together with (45), we may split B(n, j, k) into two terms B 1 (n, j, k) and B 2 (n, j, k) which are defined as follows:
These two terms can be handled similarly. We consider B 1 (n, j, k). We decompose this term as the sum B 1 (n, j, k)
where the intervals W i (n, j, k), i = 1, 6 are defined as above. For ω ∈ W 1 (n, j, k), we have
Moreover, Lemma 7 shows that |∆ ℓ,n (ω − ω j )| ≤ Cℓ −1 j −1 and (38) implies For ω ∈ W 4 (n, j, k), we use the bounds
Hence,
(51) The bound forq 5 can be obtained exactly along the same lines. For ω ∈ W 6 (n, j, k), we use the bounds |f (ω + π/ℓn) − f (ω j + π/ℓn)| ≤ Cf ⋆ (0)(ω −2d k + ω −2d j ), W 6 (n,j,k) |∆ ℓ,n (ω − ω j )|dω ≤ Cℓ −1 n −1 log(k) and |D n (ω − ω k )| ≤ Cnk −1 , which implies that
This concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4
The proof is similar to the one used for the pooled periodogram given in Moulines & Soulier (2003) (which simplifies the arguments given Robinson (1995) being based on the central limit theorem for non-linear functions of Gaussian vectors given in Soulier (2001)). The errord g,n − d is naturally decomposed into a stochastic and a bias terms as followŝ
where the coefficients {a k,n (m)} is defined in (18). In the previous expression, S n (m n , g) is a stochastic fluctuation term (which depends in particular on the number of epochs) and B n (m n , f ⋆ ) is the bias caused by the approximation in the neighborhood of the zero frequency of f ⋆ by a constant. The result will follow from the weak convergence of the stochastic term S n (m n , g) and from a bound for the bias term B n (m n , f ⋆ ). By (Moulines & Soulier, 2003, Lemma 6 .1), there exists a constant C(Ω 0 , β, µ) such that, for any f ⋆ ∈ F ⋆ (Ω 0 , β, µ) and any nonnegative integer m satisfying 2πm/n ≤ Ω 0 , |B n (m, f ⋆ )| ≤ C(Ω 0 , β, µ)(m/n) β . Therefore, under the condition (19), lim n→∞ √ m n B n (m n , f ⋆ ) = 0.
To establish the weak convergence result, we use (Moulines & Soulier, 2003, Theorem 9 .7) (which is based on (Soulier, 2001 , Theorem 4.1)). To simplify the notations, put a k,n = a k,n (m n ). Since lim n→∞ m −1 n + n −1 m n = 0, it follows from Robinson (1995) To apply (Moulines & Soulier, 2003, Theorem 9 .7), we finally need to prove that there exists a constant C such that, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , m n }, E log 2 Ī g,n (ω k )/f (ω k ) ≤ C. Corollary 3 shows that this bounds holds for any k ∈ {K, . . . , m n }, where K is a fixed integer. For the first K frequencies, we use Theorem 1 to show that, for any given k and uniformly in n, the minimal eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of the random vector [Re {d n,0 (ω k )} , Im {d n,0 (ω k )} , . . . , Re {d n,g−1 (ω k )} , Im {d n,g−1 (ω k )}] is bounded away from zero.
